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Abstract

Implicit neural representations have shown powerful ca-
pacity in modeling real-world 3D scenes, offering superior
performance in novel view synthesis. In this paper, we tar-
get a more challenging scenario, i.e., joint scene novel view
synthesis and editing based on implicit neural scene repre-
sentations. State-of-the-art methods in this direction typ-
ically consider building separate networks for these two
tasks (i.e., view synthesis and editing). Thus, the model-
ing of interactions and correlations between these two tasks
is very limited, which, however, is critical for learning high-
quality scene representations. To tackle this problem, in this
paper, we propose a unified Neural Radiance Field (NeRF)
framework to effectively perform joint scene decomposition
and composition for modeling real-world scenes. The de-
composition aims at learning disentangled 3D representa-
tions of different objects and the background, allowing for
scene editing, while scene composition models an entire
scene representation for novel view synthesis. Specifically,
with a two-stage NeRF framework, we learn a coarse stage
for predicting a global radiance field as guidance for point
sampling, and in the second fine-grained stage, we perform
scene decomposition by a novel one-hot object radiance
field regularization module and a pseudo supervision via in-
painting to handle ambiguous background regions occluded
by objects. The decomposed object-level radiance fields are
further composed by using activations from the decomposi-
tion module. Extensive quantitative and qualitative results
show the effectiveness of our method for scene decomposi-
tion and composition, outperforming state-of-the-art meth-
ods for both novel-view synthesis and editing tasks1.

1. Introduction
The reconstruction and rendering of natural scenes are

important for computers to understand the 3D physical
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Figure 1. Illustration of our decomposition-composition design. It
enables scene editing and novel view synthesis in a unified NeRF
framework. The proposed decomposition targets learning disen-
tangled 3D representations of different foreground objects and the
background, allowing for scene editing, while scene composition
constructs an entire scene representation for novel view synthesis.

world. Fine-grained object-level representations within the
scene can bring significant benefits in various applications,
such as scene understanding, novel content generation via
object editing, and robotic manipulation. The emerging
neural rendering techniques [17, 18, 24] allow learning
object-level or scene-level representations from multi-view
posed images and enable rendering high-quality images
from novel views. However, most implicit neural methods
model an entire scene and lack fine-grained representations
of objects in the scene, which severely limits object-level
scene representation and understanding.

Learning effective 3D object-aware implicit neural scene
representations is still in its infancy. Existing works that
tackle this challenging problem typically utilize additional
object-level semantic supervision as a priori knowledge in
the model optimization [35, 37, 42]. For instance, Ob-
jectSDF [35] considers learning object-level geometries and
semantics with an implicit signed distance function (SDF),
which achieves effective scene composition from object-
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level representations. However, it remains challenging for
this framework to perform joint object editing and novel
view synthesis. On the other hand, ObjectNeRF [37] ex-
plores scene modeling with Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF)
via introducing learnable object activation codes as switch-
ers to condition the radiance field prediction among differ-
ent objects. This framework can perform joint scene editing
and novel view synthesis benefiting from the radiance field
representations. However, it learns two separate networks
for these two tasks, a global scene branch for novel view
synthesis, and a local object branch for scene editing, with-
out modeling any interaction or correlation among them,
which, however, is critical for learning more effective scene
representations, due to the simple fact that, global scene
and local object representations are two important perspec-
tives of the same scene. The global entire scene representa-
tion can model the scene’s overall structures and appearance
consistency, and the local object-specific representation can
learn more fine-grained object details. They are highly com-
plementary for learning a high-quality scene representation.

To target the above-mentioned problem, this paper pro-
poses a unified decompositional and compositional neural
radiance field framework (see Fig. 1), to learn 3D scene rep-
resentation for joint scene editing and novel view synthesis.
The decomposition can provide the functionality of learning
disentangled 3D representations of different objects and the
background, allowing for scene editing, while scene compo-
sition models an entire scene representation for novel view
synthesis. These two can be united to facilitate the con-
sistency constraint in the unified optimization framework.
Specifically, we design a new two-stage framework for the
scene decomposition and composition, consisting a coarse
and a fine stage. In the coarse stage, we learn to predict a
global scene radiance field as guidance for point sampling,
and in the second fine-grained stage, we perform joint scene
decomposition and composition. To perform effective scene
decomposition, in the fine-stage, we apply a set of learnable
object codes to predict distinct object-level radiance fields,
and also propose two novel decomposition strategies: (i) 3D
one-hot object radiance activation and regularization. For
the object or background branches, only one branch is ac-
tivated during training using a designed Gumbel-Softmax
activation function directly applied on the point density pre-
dicted from different object/background branches with also
a corresponding one-hot regularization; (ii) an in-painting
pseudo supervision strategy. A challenge in scene render-
ing is modeling the appearance and geometry of regions oc-
cluded by objects. This causes generation ambiguity espe-
cially when the occluded regions are unseen in all the train-
ing views. To address this issue, we propose to use a pre-
trained inpainting model to provide additional pseudo-color
supervision for those ambiguous areas. Note that although
the 2D inpainting may bring new ambiguity for the regions

seen in other views, the supervision from multi-view consis-
tency is strong enough to suppress most ambiguities. The
composition is further performed by utilizing the learned
one-hot activation weights for different object-level radi-
ance fields.

In summary, this paper has the following contributions:

• We propose a novel NeRF framework for joint scene
decomposition and composition to effectively learn
object-level and scene-level implicit representations
for effective scene modeling, allowing object editing
and novel view synthesis in a unified pipeline.

• To learn a robust scene decomposition, we design two
novel strategies, i.e., 3D one-hot radiance regulariza-
tion and 2D in-painting pseudo supervision, to signifi-
cantly improve the rendering and editing qualities.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate the effective-
ness of our approach for scene decomposition and
show clear improvements upon state-of-the-art object-
compositional methods on two important downstream
tasks, i.e. novel-view synthesis and object editing.

2. Related Work
Neural Implicit Representations. As pioneering meth-
ods, [17, 21, 24, 28] introduce neural networks to im-
plicitly parameterize 3D scenes. These works can learn
continuous shape and texture from differentiable render-
ing with [12, 24] or without[21, 28] 3D supervision. Neu-
ral Radiance Fields (NeRF) [18] optimize a 3D continu-
ous neural scene representation by using only 2D multi-
view posed images for training and produce high-quality
novel view synthesis with 3D structure awareness. Re-
cent works also extend the generalization of NeRF to more
significant scenes [1, 2, 41], or model scenes with fewer
perspectives [5, 33, 39]. However, all these works only
focus on the entire scene representation, neglecting fine-
grained representations of objects/background within the
scene. Other researches represent object surfaces with im-
plicit neural function to realize multi-view 3D reconstruc-
tion for single objects [22, 32, 38]. The decomposed im-
plicit representation for independently characterizing com-
ponents within the scene has been studied in not only object
scenes [3, 14, 8, 23, 25, 27], but also in the face or body
tasks [9, 11, 34]. In contrast to these works, our method
targets both scene synthesis and editing, considering joint
object- and scene-level implicit representation learning.
Object-Compositional Implicit Representation. Repre-
senting scenes in an object-compositional manner can ben-
efit both scene synthesis and editing [3, 4, 26, 29, 30, 35,
40, 36]. Compared to decomposed object representations
represented by generative models [7, 19, 20], implicit mod-
els present more 3D physical meaning during the model-
ing process, which facilitates image rendering from novel
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Figure 2. An overview of the proposed unified decompositional and compositional NeRF framework for joint novel view synthesis and
scene editing. It has two stages. In the first stage (i.e. the coarse stage), it learns a guidance radiance field for guiding point sampling. In
the second stage (i.e. the fine stage), we learn scene decomposition via learnable object codes and two novel decomposition schemes: (i)
the 3D one-shot object radiance activation regularization and (ii) color inpaiting handling ambiguous generation in occluded background
areas. The scene composition is achieved by using one-hot activation weights for different object-level radiance fields learned in the
decomposition stage. The decomposition allows scene editing and the composition enables novel view synthesis in the unified framework.

views. We can categorize the works of object-compositional
implicit representations into supervised and unsupervised
methods. The unsupervised methods localize objects with
different aspects of prior information, such as multiple
similar scenes [26, 29, 40], temporal consistency [13], or
clustering-based initialization [15]. Specifically, uORF [40]
involves a slot-attention [13] module in learning object-
level iterative attention masks for each object decomposi-
tion. RFP [15] utilizes clustering predictions as initializa-
tion and applies a bidirectional color loss to decompose
individual objects. However, lacking precise annotation,
although these methods can obtain object position clues,
they usually suffer from low-resolution [26, 40] issues that
restrict generalization ability to high-resolution real-world
scenes. The supervised methods usually use object-level
annotations, such as semantic masks [35, 37, 42] or scene
graphs [23]. Among these works, ObjectNeRF [37] utilizes
a two-branch network to learn a scene radiance field with
an activation code-conditioned object radiance field super-
vised by multi-view images and semantic masks. Simi-
larly, ObjectSDF [35] encodes the entire scene by combin-
ing the individual Signed Distance Functions (SDF) repre-
sented with semantic labels. The most related work to us
is ObjectNeRF [37]. In contrast to ObjectNeRF, we model

an the scene representation via joint scene decomposition
and composition, which can effectively model global con-
sistency and rich local details in a unified NeRF framework
for a high-quality scene representation.

3. Decompositional and Compositional NeRF
Given a set of multi-view posed images {xi, i ∈ [1, N ]}

and their corresponding instance semantic masks {sij , i ∈
[1, N ], j ∈ [1,K + 1]} of a static real-world scene, our
goal is to learn an entire scene representation based on the
composition of a global scene radiance field and explicitly
decomposed local radiance fields of different objects and
the background. The decomposition allows scene editing
and the composition enables novel view synthesis. N is
the number of multi-view images, and K is the number of
object instances, where we regard the background as an ad-
ditional instance. We propose a joint decomposition and
composition framework to allow simultaneous performing
these two tasks.

3.1. Framework Overview

An overall framework illustration is shown in Fig. 2. It
consists of two rendering stages. In the first stage (i.e. the
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coarse stage), it learns a global scene guidance radiance
field for guiding point sampling. In the second stage (i.e. the
fine stage), we learn scene decomposition and composi-
tion. The decomposition is performed via first applying a
set of learnable object codes as conditions to predict K + 1
local object/background radiance field components, where
K is the number of objects, and the additional 1 repre-
sents the background. Following NeRF [18], we use con-
tinuous neural radiance fields to represent each local ob-
ject/background. Considering the composition nature that
the whole scene consists of all the K + 1 components, we
composite all the object and background radiance fields to
an entire scene radiance field based on a proposed one-hot
object radiance activation module. We also propose an ef-
fective color-inpainting strategy to handle the ambiguity in
generating occluded background regions. The residual pre-
diction from the first coarse stage is also utilized to benefit
from a global scene representation. In the following subsec-
tions, we first give a general introduction to the proposed
unified framework. Then, we introduce our novel decom-
position and composition design and how the method can
help disentangle different objects explicitly. After that, we
present how our unified framework is optimized and utilized
for both novel-view synthesis and editing tasks.

3.2. Scene Decomposition

Two-branch network architecture design. For scene de-
composition in the fine-stage, we design a two-branch net-
work architecture with a shared MLP backbone to learn
generic implicit scene representation from input point coor-
dinates (see Fig. 3). Specifically, the shared backbone takes
a sampled 3D point coordinate p = (x, y, z) and view di-
rection d of a camera ray as input, and predicts a generic
scene feature vector f . Similar to [37], we also apply a set
of learnable codes, each representing the background or an
object. We further pass f accompanying with background
or object codes to the following MLP heads. For better
background learning, we use separate the background head
and the object head, predicting an RGB color ciobject and a
volume density σi

object for the corresponding background or
object i. For simplicity, we refer to the background as a par-
ticular object with index i = 1. For efficient point sampling,
we apply a coarse-to-fine sampling technique. In the coarse
stage, we only adopt several MLPs after the backbone for
predicting RGB color cguidance and volume density σguidance
of the global scene. We use the distribution of coarse pre-
diction for the fine point coordinate sampling, so we call
these MLPs guidance head. In the fine stage, we also use
the prediction of the guidance head as a residual radiance
field in the following composition module.
3D one-hot density regularization. To achieve effective
decomposition of objects/background radiance fields from
the scene, we also design a one-hot regularization term for

the uncertain regions in the background radiance field. Our
motivation is that the 3D points belonging to the foreground
objects should not have any volume density in the back-
ground radiance field. We thus apply a one-hot regulariza-
tion loss term, which acts as an additional constraint to the
object-specific radiance field optimization objective Lobject.
In detail, we first obtain the 3D point positions that fore-
ground objects occupy by determining whether the fore-
ground objects take the largest volume density at the points.
We thus define a binary occupancy mask Mc, and apply a
regularization term for the occupied points as follows:

Mc = [argmax([σ1
object, σ

2
object, σ

3
object, ..., σ

K+1
object ]) > 1]

Lone-hot = Mc∥σ1
object − σ0∥22

(1)

σ1
object here means we only want to constrain the background

radiance field (with index 1). Note that we implement a
ReLU operation on the volume density σ to make it positive
during the volume rendering process, so if the raw predic-
tion σ1

object is negative at some points, it will also have no
contribution to the rendering results. Therefore, we can set
σ0 as any non-positive number here. We put it -0.01 in our
experiments from experience.
2D in-painting pseudo supervision. To model a better
background-specific radiance field, we need to learn what
the scene looks like even if all the foreground objects are
removed from the scene. Several occluded regions in the
background can be seen in other views, while regions cov-
ered by the objects are invisible from all views, which are
uncertain regions. We thus do not have any pixel-wise su-
pervision for those regions in the training data, resulting in
unsatisfactory extrapolation results on those regions when
we learn the background radiance field. To tackle this prob-
lem, we involve a pre-trained in-painting model to fill those
uncertain regions on the 2D images. Our motivation is that
the 2D in-painting model can utilize local context informa-
tion on an image to fill the regions, providing effective 2D
pseudo color supervision. Specifically, we use a famous
pre-trained lama [31] model to fill the uncertain 2D back-
ground regions and then apply a color loss for the rendered
background pixels with a foreground mask M1(r)

1:

Lcolor pseudo = M1(r)
1∥Ĉ(r)1object − C(r)pseudo∥22 (2)

Intermediate local object rendering. To enforce the de-
composition of all object-specific radiance fields, we apply
a color consistent loss and an opacity loss with semantic
masks as [18, 37] via rendering both 2D color and opacity:

Ĉ(r)kobject =

N∑
i=1

T k
i

(
1− exp(−σk

objectδi)
)
ckobject,

Ô(r)kobject =

N∑
i=1

T k
i

(
1− exp(−σk

objectδi)
) (3)
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where T k
i = exp(−

∑i−1
j=1 σ

k
objectδj) is the transmittance

representing how much light is transmitted along the ray for
the k-th object; N is the number of sampled points along
the camera ray, and δi is the distance between two adjacent
points. Then we apply the following losses:

Lobject =

K+1∑
k=1

Mo(r)
k∥Ĉ(r)kobject − C(r)∥22

+ λMb(r)
1∥Ô(r)1object −Mo(r)

1∥22,

(4)

where Mo(r) and Mb(r) are 2D spatial weight maps de-
termined by object-level and background-level semantic
masks, respectively, which indicates that rendered object-
specific pixels are given supervision at the corresponding
semantic mask region. The background region in the binary
semantic mask can be either real background or occluded
by a foreground object, so we use a small weight value (i.e.
0.05) in Mb as a balance weight for the uncertain region.

3.3. Scene Composition

This section presents how the learned global and the lo-
cal object/background radiance fields are composited for an
entire scene radiance field.
Gumbel-Softmax one-hot object radiance activation. As
shown in Fig. 3, for each sampled point, there are K + 1
predictions in the local radiance field decomposition. Con-
sidering that each point in the 3D space can only belong to
either one object or the background, we use the predicted
(ciobject, σ

i
object) with the maximum volume density σi

object
among all the object instances to construct an activated
object-specific radiance field. More specifically, to address
the gradient backpropagation problem of the argmax oper-
ation, following [10, 16], We employ the Gumbel-Softmax
function on volume density as a continuous and differen-
tiable approximation. First, we calculate a soft probability
pi for the i-th object branch as

pi =
exp((σ

i
object+gi)/tau)∑

j exp
((σj

object+gj)/tau)
(5)

The above g1, g2, .., gj are the independent and identi-
cally distributed samples drawn from Gumbel(0, 1)1 [10].
The symbol tau is the temperature ratio set to 0.1 in our
experiments. Then, we can obtain one-hot composition
weights from pi for combining the predictions of all the ob-
ject/background branches, which ensures one-hot activation
for all the object/background radiance fields, and enables
effective backpropagation for learning object-specific radi-
ance fields and their composition. Specifically, we calculate
the one-hot weights Mobj as Eq. 6. Let us denote P as the
soft probability vector, containing K + 1 predictions cal-
culated by Eq. 5. Mobj is a one-hot vector of the K + 1
elements. The one-hot vector is calculated with a stop gra-
dient operation fsp on P, which not only reserves the one-
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Figure 3. Illustration of the Composition Module. Our compo-
sition module consists of one-hot object radiance activation and
global-local radiance field composition (the two green blocks). We
first apply Gumbel-Softmax on object-level volume density values
to obtain the one-hot mask for object radiance fields. Then, the lo-
cal compositional radiance field is generated by a weighted sum of
the object and background color and density predictions. Finally,
the composited radiance is combined with a residual prediction to
produce the final scene radiance field.

hot activation but also allows the gradient backpropagated
through P. Then, the computation of Mobj is written as:

Mobj = fh
(
argmax

i
[gi + log σi

object]
)
− fsp(P) +P, (6)

where fh(·) denotes a one-hot function; Then, we obtain
a composed scene radiance field (ccomp, σcomp) of all de-
composed branches {ckobject, σ

k
object}

K+1
k=1 , by multiplying the

above one-hot weights as follows:

ccomp =
∑
K+1

Mk
objc

k
object, σcomp =

∑
K+1

Mk
objσ

k
object, (7)

Our novel one-hot object radiance activation can not only
ensure a reasonable composition of all the object radiance
fields but also force that only one object volume density
prediction can be activated in the gradient backpropagation,
which can also effectively help the object/background de-
composition.
Residual radiance field composition. After the one-hot
object radiance activation, we further combine the compos-
ited radiance fields from objects/background branches with
the predicted residual radiance field, to produce a final com-
posited scene radiance field, using point-wise average pool-
ing operation applied on the color and density. Then we
apply a color loss Lcomp for the pixels rendered from the
composited radiance field.
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(a) ObjectNeRF (b) ObjectSDF (c) Our Method (d) Ground Truth
Figure 4. Qualitative comparison of novel view synthesis on the ToyDesk dataset. We compared with ObjectNeRF [37] and ObjectSDF [35].
The results show that the rendered images of our framework achieve better generation quality for both the foreground objects (e.g., the
green dinosaur) and the background (e.g., the chessboard).

Methods ToyDesk2
PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓

Our Full-Model 25.756025.756025.7560 0.81260.81260.8126 0.44880.44880.4488

w/o 3D One-hot Density Regularization 25.7362 0.8116 0.4524
w/o Gumbel-Softmax Activation 22.9972 0.7217 0.5452
w/o 2D In-painting pseudo Supervision 25.6881 0.8127 0.4516
w/o Residual Radiance Composition 25.2288 0.8003 0.4589

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of different variants of the pro-
posed unified decompositional and compositional NeRF frame-
work on the ToyDesk2.

3.4. Optimization and Inference

Overall framework optimization. The overall optimiza-
tion loss for training the joint framework consists of the fol-
lowing four different loss functions:

Loverall = Lcomp + λ1Lobject + λ2Lcolor pseudo + λ3Lone-hot,
(8)

where, λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the weights for balancing the
learning with the different loss functions.
Novel View Rendering and Scene Editing After training
the joint framework, we can render images of arbitrary per-
spectives based on the composited radiance field. By re-
organizing the object radiance fields, we can generate im-
ages with object manipulations, including removal, addi-
tion, duplication, and changing position (e.g., rotation).

4. Experiments
We aim at performing joint scene novel view synthesis

and editing based on our proposed unified decompositional
and compositional NeRF framework. We thus evaluate our
method on both tasks using challenging public benchmarks.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use ToyDesk [37] and ScanNet [6] datasets
for the evaluation. ToyDesk consists of two sets of indoor
multi-view images. In each scene, several toys are put on
a desk in the center of the room. The multi-view images
are captured by looking at the desk center with 360 degrees
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Figure 5. Qualitative results of the ablation study: (a) Our full
model; (b) w/o 3D One-hot Density Regularization; (c) w/o
Gumbel-Softmax Activation; (d) w/o 2D In-painting pseudo Su-
pervision. (e) w/o Residual Radiance Composition.

around the desk, and the camera poses and meshes are pro-
vided. The instance semantic labels are annotated on object
meshes and then projected onto each perspective to obtain
their corresponding 2D semantic label maps. ScanNet is an
RGB-D video dataset that contains more than 1500 scans of
indoor scenes for multiple 3D understanding tasks. Hand-
held RGB-D scanners are used for scanning various indoor
scenes. Rich annotations such as camera pose, semantic
segmentation, and surface reconstruction are also provided.
Following ObjectNeRF [37], we choose four scenes, i.e.,
0024 00, 0038 00, 0113 00, and 0192 00, from the whole
dataset for the experiment.

Implementation details. Our joint framework consists of a
shared backbone, background head, object head, and guid-
ance head. The share backbone is a 4-layer Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP), and the output generic implicit scene
feature has a dimension of 256. The follow-up heads are
all three-layer MLPs with a color and density prediction
layer to generate corresponding radiance fields. Note that
our one-hot regularization and activation module has no pa-
rameters to be optimized. We also utilize positional encod-
ing to increase the representation ability for high-frequency
details. Specifically, we adopt ten levels for coordinates and
four levels for ray directions. The framework is trained end-
to-end from scratch, without voxel feature initialization as
in [37] or geometric initialization as in [35].
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(a) ObjectNeRF (b) ObjectSDF (c) Our Method (d) Ground Truth
Figure 6. Qualitative comparison of novel view synthesis on the ScanNet dataset. Compared with ObjectNeRF [37] and ObjectSDF [35],
our results also achieve better fidelity. We highlight the details in the red boxes.
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Figure 7. The Decomposition results on the ToyDesk dataset com-
pared with ObjectNeRF [37]. We show the rendered results of
our composited radiance field (the first column) and each back-
ground/object radiance field (the second and third columns).

4.2. Model Analysis

Baseline Models. To verify the effectiveness of our de-
signs for scene decomposition and composition, We con-
duct several ablation studies considering different variants:
(i) ’w/o 3D One-hot Density Regularization’ means that
we remove the one-hot regularization term for the uncer-
tain regions in the background radiance field. (ii) ’w/o
Gumbel-Softmax Activation’ indicates that we do not use
the Gumbel-Softmax one-hot weight for compositing the
object radiance fields. (iii) ’w/o In-painting Supervision’
means that we do not apply the in-painting pseudo super-
vision for the background radiance field. (iv) ’w/o Resid-
ual Radiance Composition’ means that we do not use the
guidance radiance field for fine sampling and remove the
residual radiance composition in the fine stage.
Effect of 3D one-hot density regularization. The quan-
titative results based on different evaluation metrics, i.e.,
PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS, are shown in Table 1. Several

Dataset Methods PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS↓

ToyDesk
Object-NeRF [37] 22.1736 0.7723 0.4711
Object-SDF [35] 22.0298 - -
Our Method 23.143523.143523.1435 0.78990.78990.7899 0.46910.46910.4691

ScanNet
Object-NeRF [37] 25.2640 0.8047 0.4094
Object-SDF [35] 25.2325 - -
Our Method 26.134926.134926.1349 0.82490.82490.8249 0.39510.39510.3951

Table 2. Quantitative comparison on novel view synthesis. We
compared with ObjectNeRF [37] and ObjectSDF [35]. ‘-’ indi-
cates the metrics are not reported by the authors in the paper. The
evaluation results show that our synthesis results quantitatively
outperform these two SOTA methods on all the shown metrics.

examples of rendered images from the learned background
radiance field are presented in Fig. 5. We evaluate the effec-
tiveness of 3D one-hot density regularization by disabling
the loss term. As can be observed from Table 1, our joint
full mode with 3D one-hot density regularization achieves
better results than the model without it.
Effect of Gumbel-Softmax object radiance activation.
We also investigate the effect of using Gumbel-Softmax
one-hot activation for the composition of background/object
radiance fields. We use an alternative composition method,
in which all the local object/background radiance fields that
contribute to the same 3D points in the composited field, are
directly added instead of using the Gumbel-Softmax one-
hot activation weights, as introduced in the method part. As
shown in Fig. 5c, without the Gumbel-Softmax one-hot ac-
tivation, the model cannot successfully learn a decomposed
background radiance field (all black), confirming our moti-
vation of using the Gumbel-Softmax activation for a more
effective scene representation in a unified framework.
Effect of 2D in-painting pseudo supervision and resid-
ual radiance composition. We also show the contribution
of the proposed 2D in-painting pseudo-supervision. If we
directly disable the pseudo supervision in the framework,
the qualitative results are slightly lower, as shown in the
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Figure 8. The Decomposition results on the ScanNet dataset com-
pared with ObjectNeRF [37]. Our background has fewer artifacts
when removing the foreground object.

next to last row in Table. 1. At the same time, as can
be seen in Fig. 5, lacking pseudo supervision suffers from
significantly downgraded extrapolation in the region occu-
pied by the foreground objects in the 3D space, which indi-
cates that the proposed scheme can effectively help the local
object/background disentanglement, especially for learning
the radiance field representation of the background on un-
certain regions. As shown in Table. 1 and Fig. 5, if we re-
move the residual radiance composition, the overall quali-
tative metrics and background decomposition both decline,
which demonstrates the importance of using a global radia-
tion field to provide coarse sampling guidance and also fur-
ther merged as residual information in the fine stage.

4.3. Results on Novel View Synthesis

We compare our methods on the task of novel view
synthesis with two state-of-the-art methods, i.e., Object-
NeRF [37] and ObjectSDF [35]. Our train-test split fol-
lows ObjectNeRF [37]. We measure the quality of synthe-
sized images on the evaluation metrics of PSNR, SSIM, and
LPIPS. In detail, for our joint framework, we use the finally
composited entire scene radiance field for the image ren-
dering. For ObjectNeRF and ObjectSDF on the Toydesk
dataset, we use the rendered images provided by the au-
thors for comparison. ObjectSDF adopts a different train-
test split and label mapping strategy on ScanNet, so we re-
train the ObjectSDF on ScanNet following our setting.

In Table 2, our synthesis results quantitatively outper-
form the comparison methods on all the shown metrics. We
also present the image examples rendered from novel views
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6. As can be observed in Fig. 4, the ren-
dered images of our framework achieve better generation
quality for both the foreground objects (e.g., the green di-
nosaur) and the background (e.g., the chessboard) than both
ObjectNeRF [37] and ObjectSDF [35], proving the capabil-
ity of our method in modeling both global scene consistency
and local scene details. Fig. 6 shows the synthesized images

(a) Original view (b) Edited image
Figure 9. Illustration of the editing results. (a) shows the image in
the original view, and (b) shows the editing result from the same
perspective. We do the rotation and duplication for the white tri-
angle and candy by re-composting the learned radiance fields.

on ScanNet. We can also observe that our results outper-
form others in the overall fidelity and local details marked
in the red boxes.

4.4. Results of Object Decomposition and Editing

We also conduct experiments to show the decomposi-
tion effectiveness of our method, especially for the back-
ground radiance field. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
we rendered the composited radiance field and each lo-
cal object/background radiance field to show the decom-
position results. The background images in Fig. 7 clearly
show that our method can generate a clearer table with-
out unsatisfactory artifacts such as strange colors and black
shadow effects when removing all the foreground objects
on the table. Although with some remained black con-
tours, the rendered pixel colors of the regions below the
objects are significantly more reasonable compared to Ob-
jectNeRF [37]. Note that the region under the toys is un-
seen in any view. Our decomposition module enables clear
background and object-specific details, while the composi-
tion design helps the rendered entire scene achieve higher
quality than the baseline. In Fig. 8, we further show that
our pipeline can also provide better background rendering
when removing foreground objects on the images from the
ScanNet dataset. The better decomposition naturally ben-
efits downstream object editing tasks. Fig. 9 shows that,
after learning composited radiance fields, our method can
perform rotation and duplication for the white triangle and
candy by re-compositing the object and background radi-
ance field representations. We add more editing results in
the supplementary materials.

5. Conclusion
We propose a unified NeRF framework with a novel de-

composition and composition design to jointly model real-
world scenes with both global and local implicit represen-
tations. To solve the ambiguous extrapolation problem for
unseen areas, we also propose a 3D one-hot density regu-
larization strategy and a 2D in-painting pseudo supervision.
Our experimental evaluation demonstrates that our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art object-compositional meth-
ods for both novel-view synthesis and scene editing tasks.
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